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K

atharine Lee Bates, the
author of “America the
Beautiful,” could not have
been referring to the expanse of the U.S. nuclear arsenal when
she penned the lyric “from sea to shining sea,” but it is fitting. Though it is
the smallest it has been since 1958,
the U.S. nuclear arsenal continues to
sprawl across the country, with thou-

sands of weapons deployed from the
coast of Washington State to the coast
of Georgia and beyond.
In total, we estimate that the United States deploys and stores nearly
10,000 nuclear weapons at 18 facilities in 12 states and six European
countries (see below). The Pentagon
developed this extensive network of
installations over the past six decades

in order to ensure the survivability
of its nuclear arsenal. Post-Cold War
base closures and arms reductions led
to the consolidation of weapons at the
current facilities; the number of weapons and their locations will change
as the Pentagon implements the June
2004 Nuclear Weapons Stockpile
Plan and the “New Triad.”
Pinpointing the whereabouts of all

Locations of U.S. nuclear weapons, 2006
Minot AFB, ND
Weapons: B-52H bombers,
Minuteman III ICBMs, ACMs, ALCMs

194 B61-7 bombs
130 B83-1, -0 bombs*
200 W80-1/ALCMs
300 W80-1/ACMs
300 W78s (in 100 ICBM silos)
100 W78s (in 50 ICBM silos)
30 W78s (spares)
1,254 Total

Bangor, WA
Weapons: Trident SLBMs, SLCMs

1,100 W76s/Trident II D5 SLBMs
850 W76s/Trident I C4 SLBMs (inactive)
264 W88s/Trident II D5 SLBMs
150 W80-0s/SLCMs
2,364 Total

Malmstrom AFB, MT

Warren AFB, WY
Weapons: Minuteman III ICBMs

19 W62s (in 19 ICBM silos)
20 W62s (spares)
39 Total

Warren AFB, CO

Weapons: Minuteman III ICBMs

150 W62s (in 50 ICBM silos)
10 W62s (spares)
200 W78s (in 100 ICBM silos)
150 W78s (in 50 ICBM silos)
25 W78s (spares)
535 Total

Weapons: Minuteman III ICBMs

46 W62s (in 46 ICBM silos)
46 Total

Warren AFB, NE

Whiteman AFB, MO

Weapons: Minuteman III ICBMs

Weapons: B-2 bombers

85 W62s (in 85 ICBM silos)
85 Total

35 B61-7 bombs
41 B61-11 bombs
60 B83-1, -0 bombs*
136 Total

Nellis AFB, NV
In storage

306 B83-1, -0 bombs*
186 B61-3 bombs
204 B61-4 bombs
206 B61-10 bombs*
902 Total

Europe**
200 B61-3 bombs
200 B61-4 bombs
400 Total

Pantex Plant, TX
Kirtland AFB, NM

Several types of warheads
await dismantlement

In storage

711 W80-1/ALCMs
250 W62s/Minuteman III ICBMs
553 W87s/MX Peacekeeper ICBMs
400 W84/GLCMs (in-reserve)
1,914 Total

ACM: advanced cruise missile; AFB: air force base; ALCM: air-launched cruise missile; ICBM: intercontinental ballistic missile;
GLCM: ground-launched cruise missile; SLBM: submarine-launched ballistic missile; SLCM: submarine-launched cruise missile

* All B61-10 and 83-0 bombs are inactive. ** Presidential Decision Directive 74 of November 29, 2000, authorized

deployment of 480 (+/-10 percent) B61 bombs in Europe. Whether the full number was deployed is unclear. Since 2000,
the United States withdrew weapons from two former nuclear bases (Araxos in Greece and Memmingen in Germany) and
placed all B61-10s in the inactive stockpile.

Barksdale AFB, LA
WEAPONS: B-52H bombers

210 B61-7 bombs
130 B83-1, -0 bombs*
500 W80-1/ALCMs
100 W80-1/ACMs
940 TOTAL

Kings Bay, GA
Weapons: Trident SLBMs, SLCMs

612 W76s/Trident II D5
468 W76s/Trident I C4 (inactive)
140 W88s/Trident II D5
144 W80-0s/SLCMs
1,364 Total
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Kirtland AFB in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, stores more than 1,900 warheads that are either part of the inactive/
reserve stockpile or awaiting shipment across Interstate 40 to the Pantex Plant outside of Amarillo, Texas,
for dismantlement. The 970-acre facility at Nellis AFB, Nevada, northeast of Las Vegas, performs a similar
function, storing approximately 900
warheads in 75 igloos—“one of the
largest stockpiles in the free world,”
according to the air force.
During the Cold War, the United
States deployed a large percentage (up
to one-third) of its nuclear weapons
in other countries and at sea. At its
peak arsenal size in the late 1960s, the
United States stored weapons in 17
different countries. By the mid-1980s,
there were about 14,000 weapons in
26 U.S. states, 6,000 more at overseas
U.S. and NATO bases, and another
4,000 on ships at sea.
The United States terminated
many nuclear missions after the
end of the Cold War and retired
the weapons. It withdrew all of its
nuclear weapons from South Korea
in 1991 and thousands more from
Europe by 1993. The army and Marine Corps denuclearized in the early
1990s, and in 1992 the navy swiftly
off-loaded all nuclear weapons from
aircraft carriers and other surface
vessels. By 1994, the navy had eliminated these ships’ nuclear capability,
and many air force, navy, and army
bases and storage depots closed
overseas as a result. Today, perhaps
as many as 400 bombs remain at
eight facilities in six European countries, the last remnant of a bygone
era (see “U.S. Nuclear Weapons in
Europe, 1954–2004,” November/
December 2004 Bulletin). n
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